Abstract This study utilizes a U-shape platform device to generate a single cavitation bubble for a detailed analysis of the flow field characteristics and the cause of the counter jet during the process of bubble collapse caused by sending a pressure wave. A high speed camera is used to record the flow field of the bubble collapse at different distances from a solid boundary. It is found that a Kelvin-Helmholtz vortex is formed when a liquid jet penetrates the bubble surface after the bubble is compressed and deformed. If the bubble center to the solid boundary is within one to three times the bubble's radius, a stagnation ring will form on the boundary when impinged by the liquid jet. The fluid inside the stagnation ring will be squeezed toward the center of the ring to form a counter jet after the bubble collapses. At the critical position, where the bubble center from the solid boundary is about three times the bubble's radius, the bubble collapse flow will vary. Depending on the strengths of the pressure waves applied, the collapse can produce a Kelvin-Helmholtz vortex, the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability, or the generation of a counter jet flow. If the bubble surface is in contact with the solid boundary, the liquid jet can only move inside-out without producing the stagnation ring and the counter jet; thus, the bubble collapses along the radial direction. The complex phenomenon of cavitation bubble collapse flows is clearly manifested in this study.
Introduction
Extensive studies in the past have recorded the fact that cavitation bubbles could be the cause of damage to the surfaces of pressure conduits and turbine blades of hydraulic machinery. Some observations have revealed that when cavitation bubbles near the solid surfaces break up, they may form strong so-called water-harming type of pressure waves. The repeated impingements of these strong shock waves can result in varying degree of damages to the walls of the surrounding structures.
The possibility of serious structural damage caused by these tiny cavitation bubbles has surely caught the attention and curiosity of researchers. Many of them have plunged into the study of the characteristics of the flow field of bubble collapse and its effect on the deterioration and destruction of its surrounding solid boundary. These studies include the understanding of the shock wave, the characteristics of the resultant luminescence, and the jetrelated fields. If the cavitation bubble is located near a solid boundary at a certain suitable distance, it is possible that the production of a counter jet may arise in the process of bubble collapse. There has not been a firm conclusion for the exact characteristics which cause the destruction of the surface on the solid boundary. Rayleigh (1917) studied the corrosion of high speed blades subjected to the effect of a cavitation bubble. He mentioned that the bubble collapse is able to produce a high speed jet flow that damages the solid surface. During the course of his research, he developed the pressure dynamic theory for the collapse of spherical bubbles and derived the Rayleigh equation. Many researchers since carried out related researches based on this theory. Among those researchers are Plesset (1949) , who further considered the influence of the physical characteristics of fluid viscosity and surface tension and derived the RayleighPlesset equation. Gilmore (1952) moved forward to consider the influence of the compressibility of fluid on the flow field of the bubble collapse. Plesset and Zwick (1952) furthered the research to include the influence of the thermo conductivity of the fluid flow field of the bubble collapse. According to their research results, the time required for the bubble collapse is too short, and the influence of the thermo conductivity is kept at minimum. Therefore, the bubble collapse can be assumed to be a heat adiabatic process. Kornfeld and Suvorov (1944) brought up the theory of bubble collapse near a solid boundary. They proposed that the bubble would be deformed to a non-spherical shape with the involution of its surface which subsequently generates the phenomenon of jet flow. This phenomenon was proved in the experiment carried out by Naude and Ellis (1961) . The numerical model in Plesset and Chapman (1971) research also revealed this phenomenon. If the solid boundary is located on the right side of the bubble, the jet flow would be formed on the left side of the bubble and deform it before arriving at the right side surface of the bubble. The damage of the solid boundary might be caused by the impact of this jet flow during the bubble collapse. Benjamin and Ellis (1966) ; Philipp and Lauterborn (1998) also detected the bubble collapse phenomenon and its resultant behavior of damage at the solid boundary. Recent research results revealed that the destructive power of the jet flow was not the main factor for the damage of the solid boundary. However, the jet flow influence that causes the collapse of the bubble is still an important element for the research of the hydrodynamics of the flow field. Rayleigh (1917) first analyzed the theoretical pressure variation of the flow field of the bubble collapse. The bubble collapse results in very high pressure, forming a shock wave which is sent toward the outside of the bubble. Harrison (1952) in his experimental results proved the existence of noise generated by the collapse of a bubble at its surrounding solid boundary. Vogel and Lauterborn (1988) found a close relationship between the strength of the wave pulse and the distance between the bubble and the solid boundary. This wave pulse could then generate a series of shock waves. This phenomenon was studied and revealed in the experiments carried out by Tomita and Shima(1986) ; Ward and Emmony (1991) ; Ohl et al. (1995) ; Shaw et al.(1996); and Lindau and Lauterborn (2003) .
Light can be emitted in the process of the bubble collapse when the volume of the bubble is compressed to its minimum size during which the gas inside is heated in an adiabatic process. For bubbles under low viscosity and high pressure, light emission is easier. This is because at high viscosity, the time for bubble collapse is increased and the gas inside is not heated to a sufficient temperature to emit light. On the other hand, for bubbles under lower fluid viscosity, their volume could be extended easily for the emission of light. Ohl et al. (1998) also found the emission of light near the solid boundary under specific conditions in the process of bubble collapse. This phenomenon is called ''Single Cavitation Bubble Luminescence'' (SCBL). Buzukov and Teslenko (1971) ; Akmanov et al. (1974) also had similar research reports. The strength of the SCBL is closely related to the distance between the bubble and its surrounding solid boundary (Ohl et al. 1999 ). This relationship might be a result of the compressibility (under the influence of the distance to the solid boundary) of the bubble. The researches related to the SCBL in recent years include Wolfrum et al. (2001) and Baghdassarian et al. (2001) .
A counter jet can be generated when the bubble is located near a solid boundary. The initial formation and increment of the size of the counter jet is very rapid and it can exist for a while. Experiments related to the counter jet are found in Harrison's (1952) and Kling and Hammitt's (1972) researches, but the counter jet phenomenon was not described until Lauterborn (1974) . There has not been a final conclusion for the cause of the generation of the counter jet. A counter jet did not appear in the numerical simulations carried out by Best (1993) ; Zhang et al. (1993); and Blake et al. (1997) . However, it appeared in the experiments carried out by Tomita and Shima (1986); Vogel et al. (1989) ; Ward and Emmony (1991) ; Philipp and Lauterborn (1998); and Kodama and Tomita (2000) . The discrepancy between the numerical simulations and the experimental results leads to the assumption that the counter jet flow field is not part of the bubble collapse process. Its formation might be due to a complicated mechanism in the fluid during the bubble collapse. For example, if the bubble is in contact with the solid boundary, the counter jet would not be generated. The shock wave generated appears at the final stage of the process of bubble collapse. Because the counter jets also appear at the final stage of the bubble collapse, there are speculations that they form due to shock wave structure.
In the experiments carried out by Vogel et al. (1989) , the appearance of the counter jet during the bubble collapse is dependent on the distance from the center of the bubble to the solid boundary:
where R max is the maximum radius of the bubble and d is the distance between the bubble center and the solid boundary. When c is in the range of 1\c % 3, a counter jet could be observed. However, no counter jet is generated under the condition of c [ 3. Lindau and Lauterborn (2003) discussed the relationships between the rebound height, the collapse time and their respective c values in the phenomenon of counter jet. These results revealed an increasing c for a smaller rebound height, and a shorter time of collapse. Best (1993) introduced a numerical simulation method for the process of bubble collapse. Tong et al. (1999) presented a simulation of the flow field of bubble collapse at different positions. In their analysis, it appeared that no counter jet was formed when the bubble collapsed in the range of 0.6 \ c \ 1. Instead, a splash would be produced after the liquid jet deformed the bubble surface and subsequently hit the solid boundary. The pressure generated by the splash could have considerable influence on the boundary. The first experimental evidence of such an effect was based on the pressure measurements by Shaw et al. (2001) . Brujan et al. (2002) used a high speed camera to present a series of images of the toroidal bubble collapse with the splash located in the range between c = 1.1 and 0.9. This result was compared with the numerical simulations. Lindau and Lauterborn (2003) also presented a series of experimental results regarding the splash in order to obtain an agreement with the numerical simulations. When c was \0.6, the fluid layer between the bubble surface and the solid boundary was too thin to form the splash.
According to Rayleigh's equation, when the effect of the surrounding solid boundary is excluded, the relationship between the time of bubble collapse and its radius is:
where p and q are the pressure of the flow field and the fluid density at ambient temperature, respectively, p v is the vapor pressure, t c is the bubble collapse time. If the solid boundary condition is put into consideration, a greater bubble collapse time is required. Generally, the size of a cavitation bubble produced in the laboratory is about 1.5 mm in radius. Under ambient temperature, the bubble collapse time ranges from 100 to 200 ls. It is not easy to generate cavitation bubbles for their small volumes, short collapse times, and complicated flow fields; all of which contribute to a great difficulty of the measurement. In order to record and analyze the characteristics of the flow field of the bubble collapse, common experimental setup includes a high speed camera with framing rates ranging between several thousand to 100 million frames per second. Some researchers used the method of particle image velocimetry (PIV) to measure the velocity flow field of the process of bubble collapse (Vogel and Lauterborn 1988) . However, since the volume of the bubble was small and its collapse time was too short, only a rough sketch of the flow field was obtained. Lawson et al. (1999) applied the PIV method to measure the flow field of the collapse of an 80 mm diameter rubber balloon and compared it with the numerical simulation. Although these results obtained agreement, there is a great discrepancy between the flow field features of the collapse of a balloon and a bubble. Jaw et al. (2007) obtained sound experimental results using soap bubbles filled with smog particles and applied the PIV method to measure flow fields at different phases during the process of bubble collapse.
In laboratory experiments, Lauterborn (1969) utilized a rotating centrifuge device to generate cavitation bubbles by tearing degassed and partially degassed distilled water columns with calculated tensile strength. For the partially degassed distilled water column, the cavitation bubble was generated at the central axis of rotation by tearing the water column using an accelerated centrifuge. The size of the bubble decreased when the rotation of the centrifuge was decelerated. A cavitation bubble remained in the water column when the centrifuge came to a complete stop. This bubble would wither and completely dissolve into the water column within a few days. For the degassed distilled water column, the cavitation bubble was also generated at the central axis of rotation by tearing the water column using an accelerated centrifuge. Initially, a small bubble appeared at the central axis of rotation near the glass surface. Since the angular velocity increased, other small bubbles appeared near the central axis of rotation and merged to form one large cavitation bubble when the water column was completely torn apart by the tensile strength induced by the rotation. The bubble decreased in size and collapsed when the rotation of the centrifuge was decelerated to a complete stop. It was discovered that higher tensile strength was required to tear a degassed distilled water column compared with a partially degassed one. In addition, when tearing the same degassed distilled water column, the tensile strength required was found to increase with the number of experiments repeated. Minor fissures, cracks, and nuclei on the glass surface that trap tiny bubbles were found related to this increase in tensile strength. When these nuclei and tiny bubbles were released into the water column during the rotation, the fissures and cracks on the glass surface were filled by water, thus, requiring a higher tensile strength to tear the water column.
On the other hand, a single cavitation bubble can be generated in a cuvette using a high energy laser beam to Exp Fluids (2009) 47:343-355 345 focus on a single point (Lauterborn 1972 (Lauterborn , 1974 . In the following years, many related studies utilized this method to generate a single cavitation bubble. Since these bubbles were generated by the high energy laser beam which causes fluid decomposition, it was restricted by the strength of the energy provided by the laser. Usually, the bubble created using this method has a small volume with 1.5 mm in radius. In addition, the inside pressure of the bubble was not equivalent to the vapor pressure at ambient temperature. Some other researchers used the method of electrolysis to generate a bubble on a platinum electrode at the bottom of a cuvette. However, this method has the defect of disturbing the flow field during the bubble collapse. Another method for forming the bubble is through the use of a needle to inject air into a cuvette before using a lithotripter to generate a shock wave up to 94 MPa to compress the bubble (Philipp et al, 1993) . Sankin et al. (2005) also used a lithotripter to generate a 39 MPa shock wave to compress the laserinduced bubble in order to measure the flow field of the interaction between the bubble collapse and the shock wave.
From the researches mentioned above, it can be perceived that the flow field of a cavitation bubble collapse is very complicated in addition to the difficulties of its generation. The cavitation bubble has a small volume and collapses in a relatively short period of time. Even when an expensive high speed camera device is used with framing rates more than 100 million frames per second, there are still many limitations for the measurement of the flow field characteristics of the bubble collapse. Many causes for this complicated phenomenon are still unclear. Moreover, utilization of a high energy laser beam or a platinum electrode method for the generation of cavitation bubbles are also different from the bubbles generated by lowering the fluid pressure to approximately the vapor pressure. A real cavitation bubble containing vapor would produce a greater energy during its collapse than the ones with non-condensable gas (Akmanov et al. 1974; Zhu and Zhong 1999) . In this study, a rotational U-shape platform device is utilized to generate a cavitation bubble by the centrifugal force at the center of the rotational axis. Pressure wave of different strengths are used to impinge the bubble at different distances between the bubble and the solid boundary while the flow field features are analyzed. In addition, the use of a low strength pressure wave for the compression of the cavitation bubble could extend the bubble collapse time, and, therefore, lead to a clearer presentation of the flow field features in the process of bubble collapse. This study emphasizes the discussion and description of the causes of the phenomenon of deformation of cavitation bubbles, and the generation of the liquid jet and the counter jet.
Experimental arrangement and cavitation bubble generator
The experimental setup for the flow field measurement of cavitation bubble collapse is shown in Fig. 1 . This device consists of an insulated optical platform, a motor, a rotatable U-shape platform, a transparent cylindrical tube, a set of light sources, a shock wave pressure generator, a high speed camera, and a pressure sensor. The LEEDAN DC brushless motor is capable to produce a maximum controlled angular velocity up to 2,000 RPM. The U-shape platform was made up of an acrylic platform of 20 mm in thickness. Centered at the rotational axis of the motor, its rotatable arm has a radius of 250 mm, which results in a total horizontal length of 500 mm. Two vertical forearms each of 150 mm in height are fixed to the edge of the platform. On the platform of the horizontal Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the experiment setup rotatable level arm sits the transparent cylindrical tube of 200 mm in length, with its internal and external diameter of 5 and 8 mm, respectively. A soft PVC tube with an internal diameter of 5 mm is fixed to the vertical forearm in order to conveniently exchange the experimental equipment. The center of the soft PVC tube distance to the rotational axis is 237.5 mm. At one end, this tube is connected to the shock wave pressure generator with a piston while it is extended to connect the transparent cylindrical tube at the other end. At the extremity of the transparent cylindrical tube, a 1 mm diameter hole is drilled on the corner of the solid boundary where its influence to the induced bubble collapse flow can be kept at minimum (shown at the upper part of Fig. 1 ). On the other hand, the cavitation bubble generation takes place at the location on the platform of the rotational axis where the pressure is at the lowest. Therefore, the transparent cylindrical tube must be located across the center of the rotational axis for easier cavitation bubble generation.
During the experiment of generating a single cavitation bubble, the transparent cylindrical tube on the U-shape platform is filled with tap water shown in Fig. 2 . Tap water was used so that true cavitation bubble can be generated. The surface of the fluid at the part of the vertical forearm tube is in touch with air with one atmospheric pressure. Therefore, the center location of the L-tube at initial condition has a hydrostatic pressure of p 0 ¼ p atm þ qgDh; where p atm is the atmosphere pressure, g is the acceleration of gravity, and Dh is the water depth difference.
When the U-shape platform is rotated by the motor, the fluid is subjected to a centrifugal force resulting in a parabolic fluid pressure distribution shown as the solid line in Fig. 2 at a different radius. At the vertical forearm, although the height Dh is slightly increased, the hydrostatic water pressure is still kept at one atmospheric pressure because the water surface is still in touch with the air. Therefore, the pressure difference between the free surface atmospheric pressure and the pressure at the center of rotation is qgDh À 1 2 q r 2 x 2 ; where r is the rotational radius and x is the angular velocity.
When x is gradually increased, the pressure at the center of the rotation in the transparent cylindrical tube is gradually decreased to a saturated vapor pressure at local water temperature. At this condition, a single cavitation bubble near the rotating axis can be generated. A rotating U-tube was used in Lauterborn's (1969) experiment to generate a cavitation bubble which confirmed that the bubble generated is a cavitation bubble. The angular velocity needed for generating a cavitation bubble is related to the height Dh: Greater Dh means a greater angular velocity required for the production of a cavitation bubble. If Dh is kept constant, an increasing angular velocity would result in a greater cavitation bubble size. Therefore, by controlling the angular velocity of the U-shape platform, a desirable size of a single cavitation bubble could be generated.
After the cavitation bubble is generated, the U-shape platform is stopped to restore the pressure back to the hydrostatic pressure. The time required to fully stop the rotating U-shape platform is estimated within 2 s. The cavitation bubble generation located nearly rotational axis and the height between the center of the cavitation bubble and tube axis is nearly 1 mm as shown in Fig. 2 indicated by the enlarged sketch. This pressure difference alone is not enough to collapse the cavitation bubble. To observe the flow field of the collapse of the cavitation bubble, this study uses a pulse setup to hit the piston of the PVC soft tube in contact with the free water surface and instantly generates a shock wave pressure that sends a pulse to cause the collapse of the cavitation bubble.
A Fastec high speed camera is used to extract and record the experimental images. The speed of image extraction is determined by the size of the image. For example, an image extraction speed of 4,000 frames/s is used for an image size of 1,280 9 128 pixels. A Kulite XTL-190 pressure sensor together with the NATIONAL INSTRU-MENTS (NI)-6221 Analog I/O device is used for the measurement of the pressure profile. The NI-6221 Analog I/O device can send a 10 V signal to drive the pressure sensor and receive a 0-0.5 V pressure signal to record data for the analysis of the pressure change profile in the transparent cylindrical tube.
In addition, the image data are related to the pressure change profile on the basis of the real-time data acquisition. For each image taken by the high speed camera, a 3.2 V signal is sent simultaneously from the external output of the camera through a coaxial cable to the NI-6221 device at the receiving end. Through this I/O function, a signal is sent to trigger the pressure sensor and finally a pressure signal is sent to the I/O function for recording. When the high speed camera stopped recording the image files, the pressure sensor simultaneously stopped extracting data. Hence, every recorded image of the cavitation bubble in its collapse process can be matched with the measured pressure data from the pressure sensor for the recognition of image data with the pressure change profile in the transparent cylindrical tube before taking these data for further analysis.
Flow field measurement of the collapse of cavitation bubbles
To investigate the characteristics of the liquid jet and the counter jet formed in the bubble collapse flow, a series of experiments with different c's are performed respectively. Pressure waves of different strengths are applied to induce the bubble collapse flow. The experimental results are discussed below
Liquid jet formation
To manifest the formation of the liquid jet at the central axis of the cavitation bubble, experiments were carried out to generate a 3.5 mm radius cavitation bubble on a 30 9 30 9 1.2 mm (length 9 width 9 depth) platform located at the center of the rotational axis to approximately simulate a two-dimensional cross-sectional view of the bubble collapse process with a pressure wave of 60 kPa. During the formation of the inward dent, a liquid jet was formed at the central axis of the cavitation bubble as shown in Fig. 3 . Initially, the liquid jet is converged as the bubble surface concaved toward the center of the bubble. The left hand side bubble surface progressively moves toward the right hand side surface of the bubble. The counter force opposing the liquid jet is then gradually increased as the two bubble surfaces approach each other. At the same time, the liquid jet is accumulating energy and forming a structure that has a larger front and a smaller rear, as shown in the second row of Fig. 3 . From these series of images, the features of the liquid jet formation without solid boundary effect are clearly manifested.
Flow field measurement of bubble collapse at c & 7
Under this condition, the distance between the center of the cavitation bubble and the solid boundary is nearly seven time of its R max : The flow field of the process of cavitation bubble collapse is not affected by the solid boundary. Therefore, the solid boundary is assumed to be insignificant to the process of bubble collapse. This process of the cavitation bubble being pressurized followed by its final collapse is shown in Fig. 4 . The pressure wave is sent from the left side of the bubble surface, impacting the bubble with peak strength of 155 kPa. The pressure wave caused an inward dent deformation of the bubble shown in the first row of Fig. 4 . Figure 5 shows the variation of pressure with time. The pulse setup was employed to hit the piston that moved 2.5 mm in distance to instantaneously form a pressure wave which compressed and collapsed the bubble. The piston used to generate the pressure wave is about the same size of the tube. Because the generated pressure covers the whole area of the tube, the pressure measured is equivalent to the average pressure inside the tube. The width of the pressure wave generated is larger than the bubble size so that the indent covers the whole diameter of the bubble. The pulse durations are 2.75 ms for both the compressive and tensile pressure waves. When sufficient energy is accumulated by the liquid jet during its continuous motion to the right side of the bubble, the overlaid bubble surface is squeezed and subsequently spouted into a jet flow. When the jet flow extended to the static fluid at the right side of the bubble, rapid variation in the flow velocity is created which leads to a KelvinHelmholtz vortex shown in the second and third rows of Fig. 4 . Jaw et al. (2007) clearly demonstrated the KelvinHelmholtz vortex formation in their measurements of soap bubble collapse flow. The bubble penetrated by the jet flow was then torn into two bubbles by the Kelvin-Helmholtz vortex. If the strength of the pressure is increased, the bubble could be separated into a number of smaller bubbles. From these series of images of the cavitation bubble collapse, it can be perceived that pressure wave initiates bubble collapse with liquid jet formation. Fig. 3 Liquid jet accumulating energy in the inward dent formed a larger front and a smaller rear shape. The peak strength of the pressure wave is 60 kPa. Image interval time is 1/100 s. The size of each individual frame is 8.0 9 3.0 mm. The bubble R max is 3.5 mm
The surrounding boundary effects are difficult to analyze without quantitative measurements, such as using PIV method However, for the experiments conducted in this study, the width of the pressure wave generated is larger than the bubble size, and pressure is uniformly distributed across the tube area. The bubble collapse is caused by the pressure difference across the bubble surface, and the induced flow is along the axis of the tube, not normal to the surrounding boundary. Therefore, the tube boundary seems not to introduce significant influence on the axial flow induced by the bubble collapse. The vortex formed in Fig. 4 clearly revealed such phenomena. Sankin et al. (2005) also performed experiments of shock wave interaction with single bubble in a small water tank; no significant effects of the surrounding boundary were reported either.
3.3 Flow field measurement of bubble collapse at c & 2
As described in the introduction, the counter jet will be generated when the distance between the center of the bubble and the solid boundary is within one to three times the bubble's radius (1 \ c & 3). The experiments conducted with c & 2 falls within this range. The distance from the right side of the bubble surface to the solid boundary is only one radius long. The KelvinHelmholtz vortex was generated after the liquid jet impinged the bubble surface and the jet flow is formed. This vortex would touch the solid boundary and subsequently form a stagnation ring on the solid boundary shown in the top view sketch in Fig. 6 . After the stagnation ring touched the solid boundary, it was divided into two fluid flows. One of them was outside the stagnation ring splashing outwardly along the radial direction. The other fluid flow inside the stagnation ring was squeezed inwardly to form a counter jet shown in the side view sketch in Fig. 6 . For a liquid layer to exist between the bubble surface and the solid boundary, the distance from the bubble center to the solid boundary must be larger than the bubble radius, or c must be larger than one. Therefore, c [ 1 is a necessary condition for the bubble collapse flow to generate the counter jet.
On the other hand, after the bubble surface was penetrated to form the Kelvin-Helmholtz vortex, a zone with high velocity and low pressure was formed at the root of the central axis of the vortex where the bubble was stretched and deformed towards its right side shown in the images at the first and second rows of Fig. 6 . From the third row to the fourth row images of Fig. 6 , a fully developed counter jet process located at the central axis of the bubble could be clearly seen.
Many researchers who studied the counter jet have mentioned the existence of the stagnation ring. However, in these studies, the time for the collapse of the bubble was too short for the appearance of the Kelvin-Helmholtz The pressure wave is comprised of a compressive wave with a peak pressure of 155 kPa followed by a tensile wave of -25 kPa in peak pressure. The pulse durations are 2.75 ms for both the compressive and tensile pressure waves.
vortex. The relationship between the stagnation ring and the Kelvin-Helmholtz vortex was still not clear. In this study, the process for the formation of the Kelvin-Helmholtz vortex and the counter jet was clearly revealed for a lower pressure wave utilized to compress the cavitation bubble. If the strength of the pressure wave is increased, the resultant counter jet could penetrate the cavitation bubble and subsequently separate the bubble into a number of bubbles as shown in Fig. 7 . In the fourth image at the second row of Fig. 8 , a fully developed counter jet located at the central axis of the bubble can be seen.
Flow field measurement of bubble collapse at c & 3
The c & 3 is a critical value for the generation of a counter jet. In this study, three different strengths of pressure waves are used to induce the cavitation bubble collapse. The influences of the pressure waves to the formation of the counter jet at this critical stand-off distance are investigated.
The images located from the first to the third rows of Fig. 8 reveal the flow field of bubble collapse under a pressure wave of 200 kPa in strength. An inward dent was formed followed by the generation of a liquid jet which then penetrated the bubble surface to produce the KelvinHelmholtz vortex. The bubble was torn into two bubbles because the Kelvin-Helmholtz vortex did not touch the solid boundary. This process of collapse was similar to the case at c & 7 where the counter jet was not generated.
The process of the collapse of the bubble, with the strength of the pressure wave being increased to 300 kPa, is shown from the fourth to the eighth rows in Fig. 8 . Unlike the semi-hemispheric form of the Kelvin-Helmholtz vortex shown in the second and third rows of Fig. 8 , the vortex shown here was clearly influenced by the solid boundary when the liquid jet compressed the bubble surface. The right side of the head of the vortex touched the solid boundary and turned into a flat shape before splashing and spreading outwardly. On the other hand, before the head of the vortex touched the solid boundary, the outer ring of the vortex had already touched the tube wall and started spreading outwardly as shown in the images at the fifth row in Fig. 9 . This spreading vortex kept moving toward the right side until it touched the solid boundary and generated a subsequent shock wave which rebounded to produce the phenomenon of Richtmyer-Meshkov instability (Meshkov 1969) shown near the solid boundary in every image at the sixth row of Fig. 8 . Although the Kelvin-Helmholtz vortex could be generated under this strength of the pressure wave, the vortex had already splashed and touched the surrounding tube wall, disabling the vortex from forming the stagnation ring and the counter jet. At the end of this process, the bubble was torn by the liquid jet and the root of the vortex into two bubbles shown in the images at the seventh and eighth rows in Fig. 9 . If the strength of the pressure wave is increased to a peak value of 360 kPa, the Kelvin-Helmholtz vortex would touch the solid boundary before the formation of the stagnation ring and the counter jet. This process is shown in the image listed from the 11th to the 12th rows of Fig. 8 , and a fully developed counter jet can be seen. The other critical value for the formation of the counter jet occurs at c & 1 where the bubble surface is close to the solid boundary. For this relatively low stand-off distance, a thin fluid layer exists in the small gap between the bubble surface and the solid boundary. In order to understand the characteristics of the flow fields under this critical condition, experiments at locations where c is slightly greater than and equal to one are performed.
1. The bubble collapse flow induced by a pressure wave of 320 kPa at the stand-off distance c slightly greater than 1 is performed first. The bubble deformed and changed from a bowl-like shape to the toroidal shape after the liquid jet pressurized the bubble surface, as shown in the first row of Fig. 10 . Although the gap between the bubble surface and the solid boundary is small, the stagnation ring is still formed after the liquid jet impacts the solid boundary. The outwards radial flow collides with the flow induced by the still contracting bubble and a splash is projected away from the boundary, as shown in the sketch diagram of Fig. 9 . The liquid layer in the gap inside the stagnation ring is squeezed inwards to form the counter jet, as shown in the second and third rows and the sketch diagram of Fig. 9 . Finally, the bubble is torn into a number of bubbles. Note also that a fully developed counter jet is clearly presented in the third row of Fig. 9 . 2. For the stand-off distance c = 1, the deformed bubble does not become toroidal since the liquid jet cannot thread the bubble surface but just push the front and the rear bubble surfaces to be overlaid on the solid boundary. After the liquid jet impacts the solid boundary, it just splashes along the radial direction. The bubble collapses subsequently along the radial direction without forming the stagnation ring and the counter jet, as the images and the sketch diagram shown in Fig. 10 . 
Conclusions
This study utilized a U-shape platform device to generate a single cavitation bubble by centrifugal force. The bubble is then collapsed by sending a pressure wave. During the process of the collapse of the cavitation bubble, a high speed camera capable of capturing 4,000 frames/s is used to record the flow field surrounding the collapse of the bubble at different c values. The characteristics of the cavitation bubble collapse flow are clearly manifested by the cinematographic analysis.
For the experiments conducted in this study, the bubble collapse is caused by the pressure difference across the bubble surface, and the induced flow is along the axis of the tube, not normal to the surrounding boundary. The boundary effect of the surrounding is mainly on the rebounded flow after the bubble is fully collapsed, but not during the collapse process when induced jet flow, stagnation ring, and counter jet were forming. Therefore, the uniformly pressure distributed is far more important than the boundary effect for the bubble collapse flow.
In the past studies of the counter jet formational relationship between the stagnation ring and the KelvinHelmholtz vortex was still not clear. In this study, the process for the formation of the Kelvin-Helmholtz vortex and the counter jet was clearly revealed for a lower pressure wave utilized to compress the cavitation bubble.
For a large stand-off distance, c & 7, the bubble collapsed without solid boundary influence, a liquid jet is formed accompanied with the bubble deformation. The liquid jet then penetrates the bubble surface. The KelvinHelmholtz instability occurs around the penetrated jet surface and vortices are formed due to the presence of sufficient velocity shear between the jet flow and the surrounding static fluid. Counter jet is not formed for such a stand-off distance.
For the stand-off distance, c & 2, which falls within the range 1\c 3; the penetrated jet is capable to impact the solid boundary. A stagnation ring is formed on the solid boundary which separates the jet into outwards and inwards radial flows. The liquid between the bubble surface and the solid boundary is squeezed by the inwards radial flow to form the counter jet.
At the critical stand-off distance, c & 3, whether the counter jet occurs or not depends on the strength of the pressure wave used to induce the bubble collapse. For a lower strength pressure wave, the liquid jet penetrates the bubble but is not able to impact the solid boundary. Neither stagnation ring nor counter jet can be generated. For an intermediate strength pressure wave, the penetrated jet spreads radially so that the circumference of the jet touches the tube wall before the jet front impacts the solid boundary. Neither stagnation ring nor counter jet can be generated. If the strength of the pressure wave is further increased, the penetrated jet is able to impact the solid boundary to form the stagnation ring and the counter jet.
For the stand-off distance c slightly greater than one, a thin liquid layer exists in the small gap between the bubble surface and the solid boundary. The penetrated jet impacts the boundary directly. The stagnation ring is formed on the solid boundary. The thin liquid layer inside the stagnation ring is squeezed by the inwards radial flow to form the counter jet. If c is equal to one, the bubble surface is in contact with the solid boundary, the liquid jet cannot penetrate the bubble but splash along the radial direction without forming the stagnation ring and the counter jet.
For all the experiments performed in this study, the strength of the pressure wave adopted to induce the bubble collapse flow is kept as low as possible so that the bubble collapses in a longer period of time. The characteristics of the bubble collapse flows at different stand-off distances can thus be clearly manifested. However, different strengths of the pressure waves are needed to induce the bubble collapse flow at different c locations. A lower strength of the pressure wave is needed for an increasing c value and vise versa.
